AMENDMENT 1
SAILING INSTRUCTIONS
JULY 23 TO JULY 25, 2020
Organized by Newport Yacht Club
Newport, Rhode Island
Recommended Charts: 13205; 13218; 13223

SUMMARY
Two minor changes are being made to avoid confusion between the normal Courses and the Reverse Courses. In the Reverse Course section of the Sailing Instructions the term “REVERSE” was missing from the title of REVERSE COURSE D and REVERSE COURSE F. Also the mention of the Romeo flag was missing as being called out to be displayed along with the course code flag for Revers Courses D and F as in the other Reverse courses.

THE ORIGINAL TEXT WAS:

6.3 Based on wind and/or weather conditions and forecasts, the Race Committee reserves the right to reverse the direction of the courses described in Paragraph 6.2. Should this decision be made, the courses shall be as follows, and may be signified by the use of International Code Flag “R” along with the alpha International Code Flag (or identified at the Skipper’s Meeting):

REVERSE COURSE A (Romeo plus Alpha): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving G “5” WHIS (9.2nm SSW of Pt. Judith; Light List #19685) to port;
2. thence to R “32” Fl R 2.5s WHIS buoy 5.3 west of Gay Head (41-22-04.917N, 070-57-25.091W, Light List # 15613), leaving to starboard;
3. thence to R “4” Fl R 6 sec Whistle (0.7 NM southwest of Southwest Point, Block Island; Light List #19735 at LAT 41°08.7N, LON 71°37.4W) leaving it to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 103 NM.

REVERSE COURSE B (Romeo plus Bravo): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving R “2” Fl R 4s WHIS (3.3 nm south of Point Judith; Light List #19460) to port;
2. thence to R “32” Fl R 4s 2.5s WHIS buoy 5.3 west of Gay Head (41-22-04.917N, 070-57-25.091W, Light List # 15613), leaving to starboard;
3. thence to R “4” Fl R 6 sec Whistle (0.7 NM southwest of Southwest Point, Block Island; Light List #19735 at LAT 41°08.7N, LON 71°37.4W) leaving it to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 93 NM.

REVERSE COURSE C (Romeo plus Charlie): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving RW “NB” Fl 4 sec MO(A) Whistle RACON (4.25 NM southwest of Brenton Point; Light List #17675) to port;
2. thence to the Buzzards Bay Light Tower (Light List #15985; description: tower on red square on 3 piles with a large red tube in center with the word BUZZARDS on the side; the tower has a RACON and is at LAT 41°23.8N, LON 71°02.00W), leaving it to starboard;
3. thence to R “4” Fl R 6 sec Whistle (0.7 NM southwest of Southwest Point, Block Island; *Light List #19735 at LAT 41°08.7N, LON 71°37.4W*), leaving it to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 77.2 NM.

**COURSE D** (code flag Delta): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving RW “NB” Fl I 4 sec MO(A) Whistle RACON (4.25 NM southwest of Brenton Point; *Light List #17675*), leaving it to port;
2. thence to R “32” Fl R 2.5s WHIS buoy 5.3 west of Gay Head (41-22-04.917N, 070-57-25.091W, Light List #15613), leaving to starboard;
3. thence to G “5” WHIS (9.2nm SSW of Pt. Judith; *Light List #19685*) to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 70 NM.

**REVERSE COURSE E** (Romeo plus Echo): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving RW “NB” Fl I 4 sec MO(A) Whistle RACON (4.25 NM southwest of Brenton Point; *Light List #17675*) to port;
2. thence to the Buzzards Bay Light Tower (*Light List #15985; description: tower on red square on 3 piles with a large red tube in center with the word BUZZARDS on the side; the tower has a RACON and is at LAT 41°23.8N, LON 71°02.00W*), leaving it to starboard;
3. thence to G “1BI” Fl G 4 sec Bell (1.5 NM north of Sandy Point, Block Island, *Light List #19475*), leaving it to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 65 NM.

**COURSE F** (code flag Foxtrot): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving RW “NB” Fl I 4 sec MO(A) Whistle RACON (4.25 NM southwest of Brenton Point; *Light List #17675*), leaving it to port;
2. thence to R “32” Fl R 2.5s WHIS buoy 5.3 west of Gay Head (41-22-04.917N, 070-57-25.091W, Light List #15613), leaving to starboard;
3. thence to R “2” Fl R 4s WHIS (3.3 nm south of Point Judith; *Light List #19460*) to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 60 NM.

**REVERSE COURSE A** (Romeo plus Alpha): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving G “5” WHIS (9.2nm SSW of Pt. Judith; *Light List #19685*) to port;
2. thence to R “32” Fl R 2.5s WHIS buoy 5.3 west of Gay Head (41-22-04.917N, 070-57-25.091W, Light List #15613), leaving to starboard;
3. thence to R “4” Fl R 6 sec Whistle (0.7 NM southwest of Southwest Point, Block Island; *Light List #19735 at LAT 41°08.7N, LON 71°37.4W*) leaving it to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 103 NM.

**REVERSE COURSE B** (Romeo plus Bravo): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving R “2” Fl R 4s WHIS (3.3 nm south of Point Judith; *Light List #19460*) to port;
2. thence to R “32” Fl R 4s 2.5s WHIS buoy 5.3 west of Gay Head (41-22-04.917N, 070-57-25.091W, Light List #15613), leaving to starboard;
3. thence to R “4” Fl R 6 sec Whistle (0.7 NM southwest of Southwest Point, Block Island; *Light List #19735 at LAT 41°08.7N, LON 71°37.4W*) leaving it to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 93 NM.

**REVERSE COURSE C** (Romeo plus Charlie): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving RW “NB” Fl I 4 sec MO(A) Whistle RACON (4.25 NM southwest of Brenton Point; *Light List #17675*) to port;

---

6.3 Based on wind and/or weather conditions and forecasts, the Race Committee reserves the right to reverse the direction of the courses described in Paragraph 6.2. Should this decision be made, the courses shall be as follows, and may be signified by the use of International Code Flag “R” along with the alpha International Code Flag (or identified at the Skipper’s Meeting):

**REVERSE COURSE A** (Romeo plus Alpha): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving G “5” WHIS (9.2nm SSW of Pt. Judith; *Light List #19685*) to port;
2. thence to R “32” Fl R 2.5s WHIS buoy 5.3 west of Gay Head (41-22-04.917N, 070-57-25.091W, Light List #15613), leaving to starboard;
3. thence to R “4” Fl R 6 sec Whistle (0.7 NM southwest of Southwest Point, Block Island; *Light List #19735 at LAT 41°08.7N, LON 71°37.4W*) leaving it to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 103 NM.

**REVERSE COURSE B** (Romeo plus Bravo): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving R “2” Fl R 4s WHIS (3.3 nm south of Point Judith; *Light List #19460*) to port;
2. thence to R “32” Fl R 4s 2.5s WHIS buoy 5.3 west of Gay Head (41-22-04.917N, 070-57-25.091W, Light List #15613), leaving to starboard;
3. thence to R “4” Fl R 6 sec Whistle (0.7 NM southwest of Southwest Point, Block Island; *Light List #19735 at LAT 41°08.7N, LON 71°37.4W*) leaving it to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 93 NM.

**REVERSE COURSE C** (Romeo plus Charlie): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving RW “NB” Fl I 4 sec MO(A) Whistle RACON (4.25 NM southwest of Brenton Point; *Light List #17675*) to port;
2. thence to the Buzzards Bay Light Tower (Light List #15985; description: tower on red square on 3 piles with a large red tube in center with the word BUZZARDS on the side; the tower has a RACON and is at LAT 41°23.8N, LON 71°02.00W), leaving it to starboard;
3. thence to R “4” Fl R 6 sec Whistle (0.7 NM southwest of Southwest Point, Block Island; Light List #19735 at LAT 41°08.7N, LON 71°37.4W), leaving it to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 77.2 NM.

REVERSE COURSE D (Romeo plus Delta): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving RW “NB” Fl 4 sec MO(A) Whistle RACON (4.25 NM southwest of Brenton Point; Light List #17675), leaving it to port;
2. thence to the Buzzards Bay Light Tower (Light List #15985; description: tower on red square on 3 piles with a large red tube in center with the word BUZZARDS on the side; the tower has a RACON and is at LAT 41°23.8N, LON 71°02.00W), leaving it to starboard;
3. thence to G “5” WHIS (9.2 nm SSW of Pt. Judith; Light List #19685) to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 70 NM.

REVERSE COURSE E (Romeo plus Echo): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving RW “NB” Fl 4 sec MO(A) Whistle RACON (4.25 NM southwest of Brenton Point; Light List #17675) to port;
2. thence to the Buzzards Bay Light Tower (Light List #15985; description: tower on red square on 3 piles with a large red tube in center with the word BUZZARDS on the side; the tower has a RACON and is at LAT 41°23.8N, LON 71°02.00W), leaving it to starboard;
3. thence to G “1BI” Fl G 4 sec Bell (1.5 NM north of Sandy Point, Block Island, Light List #19475), leaving it to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 65 NM.

REVERSE COURSE F (Romeo plus Foxtrot): from the start the course is southward,
1. leaving RW “NB” Fl 4 sec MO(A) Whistle RACON (4.25 NM southwest of Brenton Point; Light List #17675), leaving it to port;
2. thence to R “32” Fl R 2.5s WHIS buoy 5.3 west of Gay Head (41-22-04.917N, 070-57-25.091W, Light List #15613), leaving to starboard;
3. thence to R “2” Fl R 4s WHIS (3.3 nm south of Point Judith; Light List #19460) to starboard;
4. thence to the finishing line. Distance: 60 NM.